
GIVE YOUR  

LOOK STAYING  
POWDER!

INTRODUCING NEW Mary Kay® Silky Setting Powder, $20 each

Now it’s easier than ever to experience the ultimate in powder perfection 

with Mary Kay® Silky Setting Powder. This makeup multitasker helps  

even skin tone and blur minor imperfections while providing a matte finish 

that smooths your appearance and minimizes shine.

The innovative formula includes a plant-based emollient to deliver 

whisper-light softness while helping to minimize dryness and flakiness. 

Plus, 12 natural-looking shades give you the ability to subtly  

color-correct for a more even appearance.
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Deep Beige

Medium Ivory

Deep Ivory

Light-Medium Bronze 

Medium Bronze Light IvoryLight Beige Medium Beige

CAMERA-READY 
CONFIDENCE 
Embrace #NoFilter selfies and video  
calls with a hint of tint and a natural-looking, 
soft-focus effect. Whether your skin is as  
fair as ivory, beautifully bronze or a gorgeous 
complexion in between, NEW Mary Kay® 
Silky Setting Powder has a silky shade  
for you. 

ONE PRODUCT, TWO WAYS 
Wear it alone as a subtle complexion enhancer 
when you’re feeling a “less is more” vibe or 
over your favorite foundation or CC Cream 
to set your look. You’ll love how it blends 
effortlessly to enhance the look you love.

HOW TO 
APPLY

Brush Up for All-Over Application.
•  With the lid on, gently shake the Mary Kay®  

Silky Setting Powder jar to dispense.

• Remove the lid, and lightly swirl your  
Mary Kay® All-Over Powder Brush into the 
powder, then tap off the excess.

• Apply first to the center of your face and 
work your way out toward the hairline and 
jawline, blending well.

Mary Kay® All-Over Powder Brush, $16

All prices are suggested retail.
The Company grants all Mary Kay Independent Beauty 
Consultants a limited license to duplicate this page in connection 
with their Mary Kay businesses in print form only. This page 
should not be altered from its original form nor incorporated into 
other materials.
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